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EVERY-DAY WONDERS
OP

BODILY LIFE.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE AIR.

Do you know what the air is ? Can you see it? The

room is full of air. We cannot see the air in the room,

[f you look out of the window when the air is moving,

that is, when the wind is blowing, though you cannot see

the air' you can see what it does. There is a lady walk-

ing across a field. Fig. 1.

She is strong, but the

jair (which we cannot

see) pushes her so

hard that she can

scarcely stand. The

air (which we cannot

see) has been known

to push down houses,

and to root up trees,

and to tear the sails

of ships into little

strips. We cannot'

say, then, that there

is nothing in the room because there is only air in it.

What is the air made of? You shall hear more of that
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EVERY-DAY WONDERS

presently. First think what is the use of it. If there?

were really nothing at all in this room, yon would die andi

I should die ; we should all drop down dead. The air is

3

good to keep us alive. God made it for this purpose..

Several light substances are mixed together to make the?
1

air, and if one of them were taken away from the rest, I

we should die.

How does the air keep us alive ? Do we eat it ? No, J

we can see the things we eat. Do we drink it ? No, we?

can see the things we drink.

We feed on air oftener than we eat or drink. We i

must eat and drink several times a day, but not everyr

moment ; hut we must feed on air every moment,

.

that is, we must breathe ;
breathing is feeding on ah*.

.

Now when we eat we do not like to eat dirty andl

unwholesome food. We should not like to eat clayd

mixed with our bread. But many people who would not:

mix unwholesome things with what they eat and drink,,

feed on what is unwholesome by breathing, without know-

-

*
1, Lungs, with windpipe. 2, Diagram of tlie termination of the

bronchial tubes in air-cells.

l

Fig. 2.*
ing what they are 3

about. I will tell]

you the use of;

good wholesome

air. Inside the up-

per part of yourr

body, you have'

two things called 1

lungs. They are:

something like a

4



OF BODILY LIFE.

sponges
;
they have so many little holes in them. When

7
ou clip a dry sponge in water, and then squeeze it, you

can see how much water the holes of it will contain.

The holes or cells in the lungs are intended to contain

tair. Here is a picture of the lungs. Each cell is made

of a thin membrane or skin. One large pipe, called the

windpipe, branches out into a great number of smaller

pipes, and each of the little pipes ends in a cell, as may

be seen in the drawing on the previous page.

Every time you breathe you fill your lungs with air.

Take a deep breath. That breath will not last you long,

ifor the ah- has to be taken in and again let out of our

lungs every moment. If you were to leave off taking it

in and letting it out, you would soon die. All night as

well as all day you must go on breathing. You have

heard of the two little princes who were smothered in the

Tower. A bad man stopped their mouths and noses, so

that no air could get into their lungs, and they died.

When the ah- gets into the lungs of what use is it

then ? I will tell you. There are many things inside

your body beside your lungs : there is your blood. Now

the blood requires air to make it red and healthy, pure

and good. You know the difference between pure and

impure water. When you are thirsty, how refreshing to

drink a glass of pure water ! but you must be almost

dying with thirst before you could drink muddy putrid

water.

It is as necessary to health that you should breathe

good fresh ah, as that you should drink pure water when

you are thirsty. Part of the air which you take into

5
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your lungs passes through the thin skin of the cells ofJ

which the lungs are made. It goes into the hlood andll

makes it red and healthy. When we see a healthy chilM
who runs ahout in the fresh air, its cheeks are rosy andffl

its lips are red, because the good air has passed from the'

lungs into the blood and coloured it so brightly.



OF BODILY LIFE.

CHAPTER II.

ON THE GASES WHICH FORM THE AIR.

I said that there were several light substances mixed

together to make the air. These light substances are called

gases. Did you ever observe a lamp-lighter lighting the

Fia 3 * gas-lamps in the street ? He turns a cock,

and a light substance called gas comes out.

This gas can be got out of coals by burn-

ing them. The coals are burnt in a place

called a gasometer. The gas which comes

out of them, and which burns so brightly

in the gas-lamp, runs into pipes which are

placed under-ground (to be out of the way),

and the pipes are continued up the lamp-

posts. When the lamp-lighter turns the

cock, some of this gas comes out ;
though

it is so thin it cannot be seen (any more than the air we

breathe), yet the moment a light is put to it, it becomes

a flame, and the flame burns on until the cock is again

turned, and the gas can no more come out. There are

many different gases. The air we breathe is made ot

two gases, and there is in it a very small mixture of a

third gas. One of these gases is necessary to our Me,

the other (though it would kill us if we breathed it alone)

is necessary to mix with the other gas which is good for

life. The gas which keeps us alive is too strong alone ;

just as some medicines which are very useful when taken

mixed with water would kill us if taken unmixed with

* Gaslight and cock. 7
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water. The gas necessary for life is called oxygen gas.

The gas put with it, which makes it weaker, is called

nitrogen gas. There is only a very small quantity of the

third gas, called carbonic acid gas, and this third gas

would kill us if we breathed it alone.

Now I will show you by a picture how much of the

three gases are put together to make

the air. Here is the picture of a

bottle. It is divided into five pans,

by little ridges on the outside.

If wine were poured in to fill the

lowest division, and the rest of the

bottle were filled up with water, the

wine would represent the quantity of

oxygen gas, and the water the quantity

of nitrogen gas. If one drop of milk

were now dropped into the bottle, that

drop would represent the quantity of carbonic acid gas.

Carbonic acid gas is a deadly poison. If all the air

were made of it we should die.

There is a grotto in Italy called the Grotto of the

Dogs. The gas called carbonic acid gas comes out of

the ground in that grotto.

To show how poisonous that gas is, the people who

live near it sometimes put a dog into it for a few minutes.

When they take the poor animal out he looks as if he

were dead ; if they left him there long he would die. But

they do not wish to kill him ; they dash water over him,

and let him again breathe the fresh air, and he recovers.

This shows how very poisonous the carbonic acid gas is.

8 * Drawing of a bottle with, five equal divisions.
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CHAPTER HI.

ON BREATHING. STOEY OF THE " LONDONDERRY."

Yorr have now learnt the names of those light sub-

stances, called gases, which make the air we breathe,

and I dare say yon can easily remember their names,, and

what quantity of each there is in the air. Repeat the

names and the quantities. You shall now hear how these

gases are used when we breathe them. At every breath

we take in the three gases, but only one of them is used

to support our life. This is the oxygen gas ; it passes

into the blood. The blood does not remain still in our

body ; it runs through it. When it comes to the lungs

it is of a dark colour, and this dark colour is occasioned

by the same kind of gas which comes out of the earth in

the grotto of which you have read. The oxygen gas
which we breathe with the air, goes through the thin skin

of the cells of the lungs into the blood, and changes the
colour of it to a bright red.

The carbonic acid gas, which had made the blood so
dark, now gets into the cells of the lungs, and we breathe
it out again into the air of the room. So you see we
take into our lungs oxygen gas, nitrogen gas, and the
very least portion of carbonic acid gas, and we pass out
of our lungs every time we breathe the same quantity of
nitrogen gas, a less quantity of oxygen gas, and much
more carbonic acid gas than before.

Now it is very useful and necessary to know this,
because a great many people may be sitting together in a

9
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room, and while they are thinking nothing about it, theyH

may be injuring themselves and one another, and that

without knowing that they are doing any harm at all.

Every person in the room is using up some of the oxygen

gas (and remember only one-fifth part is oxygen gas), f

and every person is also breathing out the carbonic acid

gas which destroys life. It is a very happy thing for us

all that air can get through little crevices, for if we shut

our doors and windows, and put a board before our fired

place, we still cannot exclude all the fresh air from ouJ

rooms. If we could quite shut out the fresh air, and iii

many were in one room together, they would die. The

weakest would die first, but whether weak or strong, aUj

would die in no long time.

Not very long ago a ship with a great number of pas<l

sengers on board, set sail from the western coast oJ

Ireland towards Waterford.

The passengers were poor emigrants who could noj

make a living at home, and were going to America ttl

way of Liverpool, to see if they could find work there.

As they sailed along, the wind rose higher and highei

and at last blew tempestuously. The captain had takej

more passengers than Ms vessel could comfortably accon.

j

modate. The sea beat over the deck of the vessel, lil

crew of sailors who understood how to obey the captanc-

orders in managing the sails and rigging, could not C

their duty while frightened men and women and childre

crowded the deck.

The captain ordered all the passengers to go helov

They went into their cabin, and were very much crowdd

10
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OF BODILY LIFE.

together in it. There was, however, a hole in the deck,

through which the' air came to them, bit with the air

the sea water dashed down it in large quantities. Ihe

captain ordered that a tarpaulin (a cloth through which

neither water nor air can pass), should be nailed over

this opening. The sea and winds roared so loudly, that

the voices of the people below could not be heard. They

were panting for want of fresh air. The poisonous car-

bonic acid gas increased in quantity every time they

breathed, and none of the pure air which was fit tor lite

could get into them. After a very long time one man suc-

ceeded in forcing his body through the tarpaulin
:
he told

the captain that the people below were dying for want of

air. The tarpaulin was pulled up, and the captain found

the poor creatures lying on one another in heaps. Many

were dead and many dying, and only the strongest among

them got the fresh air in time to save their lives.

This is a terrible instance of the bad effects of carbonic

add gas. Every day some mischief is done by it; and

though people are not often killed in so sudden and awful

a manner, a very large number have their health injured

and shorten their lives, because they do not know how

necessary it is to let the carbonic acid gas escape from

their rooms, and to allow the oxygen gas to come into

them.

11
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CHAPTER IV.

ON THE CIECULATION OF THE BLOOD.

Fig. 5.

Fig 6.f

I told you that your blood did not remain still in your)

hody. Put your finger on your wrist, you will feel some-

thing heating. Do you feel it? That

gentle heating is made hy the hlood tra-

velling through a little pipe. It never

stops in its journey. Whenever you put

your finger there you may feel the same

heating. It might he felt in other parts

of your hody as well. That is not the

only pipe in your hody, look at the hack

of your hand ; there, you

you can plainly see other

pipes, called veins. There are two seta!

of pipes in the hody: they have two!

different names, and are for two different!

purposes. One set of pipes is for carrying!

the good healthy hlood into every parti

of the hody. You have heard that the!

hlood is purified hy oxygen gas, whicl

comes to it through the thin skin of the

cells of the lungs. The pipes which carry

the healthy hlood ahout the hody are called

arteries. They branch out into a net-work of the ven

narrowest pipes, so narrow that they are called capillaries,

from capillaris, like a hah-. The good blood passes through

the arteries and capillaries, and then gets into the second se*

* View of the palm of the hand and wrist, with the place of the.

radial arlery marked, t Back of the hand, showuig the veuis.

12



OF BODILY LITE.

pipes. The second set of pipes are called veins. When

ie blood gets into the veins it has to be carried back to

le lungs, that it may again be purified. Now, remember

oat the pipes called arteries carry good blood to every

art of the body, and that the pipes called veins carry the

lood which has become impure back again to the lungs.

And in this way God has so wonderfully contrived that

Le good and the bad blood should not be mixed.

To understand how it is that the blood becomes impure,

on must know that the whole body is in a constant state

f change, New particles are always being added to

Fig. 7.
* every part of our bodies, and old par-

ticles carried away. The arterial

blood carries the new particles into

the capillaries. As it flows through

the capillaries it leaves these new

particles for

the repair

and growth

of every part. It thus loses

its purity and strength. As

it flows on into the veins, it

carries with it the old parti-

cles, which are of no more

service to the body. The old

particles, or waste-matter, of

the body must be got rid of.

There are various ways of

carrying it off. It is com-

Fig. 8.f

posed chiefly of one substance, called carbon. This sub-

* Diagram of arteries ending in a net-work of capillaries,

nth ^t Diagram of head and chest, •with the situation of the heart marked.

13
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Fig. 9.

stance, when combined with oxygen gas, makes carbonic

acid gas. At every breath some part of the waste-

matter of our bodies is thrown off by the lungs in the

form of carbonic acid gas. Other particles of the waste-

matter are removed by the liver, others by the kidneys,

and others by the skin. The machine in which the blood

is constantly pumped from the lungs into the arteries,

and from the veins into the lungs, is called the heart.

Put your hand on your heart. You feel a stronger

beating there than at the

wrist. Here is the picture

of a heart. All the pipes

called arteries are filled from

one large pipe, which goes

direct from the heart, called

the aorta. You will be able

to trace in the picture (fig. 10)

the contrivances by which the

two kinds of blood are kept

distinct.

The impure blood has got as far as those two veins

marked a a. It then flows into a hole in the heart,

called the right auricle (b) and fills that hole. The right

auricle has a door (c), which only opens one way. When

the right auricle is full of blood it pushes the door open.

The door leads to another hole larger than the auricle,

called the right ventricle (d). The ventricle, when filled

with blood, contracts and forces the dark impure blood

through an artery (e) into the lungs. The blood then

* Drawing of the heart.

14
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flows all round and about the cells of the lungs, in the

capillaries or hair-like vessels, and when it has been

reddened and purified, it jp^. 10. *

comes back to the left side

of the heart by the two left

veins (f f). The blood

flows from these, veins into

the left auricle (g) and fills

that hole. The left au-

ricle has a door (h), which

only opens one way. "When

the left auricle is full the

blood pushes the door open.

The door leads to the other

hole called the left ventricle (i). This ventricle, when

filled, contracts, and forces the pure blood into the pipe

called the aorta (k), and from the aorta into all the

arteries of the body. It passes from thence into the

capillaries ; from them into the veins, and so back to

the heart again.

The pushing open of the doors or flood-gates, first on

one side and then on the other side of the heart, and the

contraction of both the ventricles, makes a kind of pump-

ing, which may be heard, and a beating which may be

felt. This movement of the blood through the body is

called the circulation of the blood. It goes on very

quickly. The flood-gates of the heart axe opened and

shut at least seventy times every minute.

* Diagram of the heart and blood-vessels.
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CHAPTER V.

Fig. 11.*

ON THE BLOOD.

When you prick your finger, and the blood comes out,

it looks to you like a red fluid : but it is not so really.

The blood is a white fluid, very much like water, with

very small red cells floating in it. The cells are hollow

and flat. We cannot see them with our

naked eye, but they may be seen in a

microscope, because the glasses of a mi-

© <sJ§)
crosc°pe enlarge what we look at through

them. The flat hollow cells which float

(©) @EK about in the watery fluid are not always

bright red. They are only bright red

when they contain much oxygen gas. Here is a picture

of the cells in the blood.

These little cells carry their cargo of oxygen gas along

the pipes called arteries.

The arteries may be compared to trees, supposing all

Fig. 12. fthe branches were hollow. The

trunk is the aorta, that large pipe

opening from the heart. From

this trunk there are branches, and

from the main branches very much

smaller branches, like the twigs 01

a tree, and from the pipes resem-

bling twigs a fine net-work of hair-

like pipes, formed like the frame

* Blood-cells. f Diagram of the skeleton of a leai.
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OF BODILY LIFE.

of a leaf. Have you ever seen a skeleton leaf? a leaf

from which insects have eaten away all but the fibres.

Here is a picture of one. Those fibres that are left are

like the net-work of the arteries and capillaries. All the

hair-like pipes, or capillaries, are hollow; and the

watery fluid, and the little flat hollow cells float through

them. As the little cells float along from the aorta to

the capillary vessels, they gradually part with their cargo

of oxygen gas, and take in another gas instead. The

greater part of the materials of our body consists of car-

bon. Now when oxygen gas meets with carbon, it com-

bines with it, and forms carbonic acid gas. Much of the

old particles of our bodies being made of carbon, the

throwing off this gas by our lungs when we breathe, re-

moves a large portion of waste matter. You have already

heard so much about this gas that you will remember

that it is a poisonous gas not good for life.

Oxygen gas and carbon then unite in the body, and a

new gas is made. When two bodies are combined to

make a new gas, while the change goes on warmth is

produced. The comfortable feeling of warmth which we

have in our body, is from the making of carbonic acid gas

in it. So you see, that though the carbonic acid gas is

poisonous, there is great use in having it made all over

us. The body is warmer and more healthy when the

gas-making goes on quickly in it, and when the blood is

pumped actively. Exercise is, therefore, useful ; we are

warmer after walking than when we have not walked.

Jumping and running make us warmer still. This is

because the floating cells are carried along the pipes more

17
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quickly when the body is exercised, and the new gas is

male more rapidly. When the cells are filled with the

new gas, which is made in the body, they are no longer

bright red: the blood then does not look scarlet. It

changes to a dark purple colour. Look at the veins in

the back of your hands. Those veins, which carry back

the little cells loaded with their new cargo, look blue

from the altered colour of the cells. The cells loaded

with carbonic acid gas get to the lungs in the manner you

read of in the last chapter, and the carbonic acid gas

they have in them comes out of our mouths every time

we breathe. In the Bible the blood is called « the life."

Those little flat hollow cells in the blood carry the gas

which supports life. If they ceased to take their load of

oxygen gas constantly through the arteries into every part

of the body, there would be no life in the body, it would

die. It is very injurious to the body to take no exercise.

The blood should flow quickly, but when persons sit still

for a very long time together, they can tell how slowly

the blood flows by the coldness of their hands and feet.

The chilly feeling that arises from sitting still for a very

long time, leads them to dislike the fresh air, which is so

necessary. They shut up their windows and doors, and

cannot bear air, which would, if they also took exercise,

do them good.

18
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CHAPTER VI.

ON FOOD AND DIGESTION.

Who would think that the variety of food, hread and

meat, and the many other things we put every day into

our mouths, could be so altered as to make the little cells

and watery fluid called blood ? this seems impossible. It

is a wonder that goes on within us every day, and yet

perhaps we have scarcely ever thought of it. We pass

over many of the wonderful works of God which He does

every day around us and within us, and never think of

them at all. When we do think of them and consider

them well, we may be sure that, as the Bible says, "all

things are possible" to that great Being who is always

doing such wonderful works.

When we eat food, we first cut it in pieces with the

front teeth.

Here is a front tooth. We then Fig 13 *

grind it with our back teeth. Here

is a back tooth. This grinding should

be done thoroughly. There is a

moisture within our mouths called

saliva, or spittle. This is of great

use to mix with the food before we

swallow it. When the food is ground it goes down the

throat, and then we think, no more about it. It passes

into a bag called the stomach. There is another kind of

moisture provided in the stomach different from that in

* Drawing of an incisor tooth and a molar tooth.
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the mouth. It is called the gastric juice. As soon as

the food gets into the stomach, this juice which is acid,

mixes with it.

Then this curious bag (the stomach) does not remain

still ; hut it can become smaller and then again larger so

as to squeeze the food that is in it, and well mix it with

the acid. When this is done the food is no longer solid.

It is a thick fluid. It then passes into a large channel,

called the intestines, and there, two other juices are mixed

with it, by which it is made thinner still. It is now as

thin as milk, and something like milk in appearance. It

passes still farther down the channel. And now the food

which we took into our mouth, and which has been so

Fig. 14.* much altered by the action of

these various juices, is fit to make

new blood. The inside of the in-

testine which contains the milky

fluid, is covered with very small

projections. They contain vessels

which have the power of drawing

the milky fluid into them. They

are called lacteals (from lac,

milk).

Like the capillary vessels they branch off into larger,

and then again into larger tubes. At last they form a

pipe as big as a common quill, called the thoracic duct,

which opens into the veins near the right side of the heart.

The milky fluid, if examined, would be found to contain

the same shaped cells as those which are in the red blood.

* Drawing of a lacteal.
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It is indeed blood, not yet coloured by oxygen gas
;

it has

therefore to travel to the heart, from whence it is driven

to the lungs for that supply of oxygen gas which we are

netting every moment from the air. What a curious net-

work is matted together throughout the whole body!

How many branching tubes, and for how many various

^Thlll are the lacteals for the new-made blood (when

ready for its last component oxygen gas), the arteries to

convey it through the body when it is fully made —the

yeins to carry it back when impure ; and there are yet

more than these. The lymphatics begin in a net-work

of hah-like vessels in every part of the body. They unite

to form larger vessels, just as Utile streams unite to form

a river.

The larger vessels pass through glands, and becommg

still wider and fewer, open into the thoracic duct which

carries the prepared food into the blood. A whitish fluid

called lymph, flows through the lymphatics. The use of

the glands, through which they pass, is to prepare the

lymph into materials for blood ; for though part of the

lymph is useless, and passes away as waste matter, a

portion of it is used again for fresh blood, when it has

been acted on in the glands and in the lungs. When

the glands are out of order they swell
;
they may then be

felt in some places through the skin. Those at the neck

sometimes feel like Utile hard lumps.

It is very necessary for the health that the lymph

should flow on without interruption till it reaches the

heart. If the passages through which the lymph flows

01
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are clogged up, it is interrupted in its course, and the

part swells to an unnatural size.

The words "waste-matter," have been frequently used

in explaining the changes in the human body, by which

a part of it is continually thrown off. These words are

convenient in describing such a process. But they must

not be understood to mean that any part which has

finished its work in the human body is rendered useless.

Every little particle in God's creation is of use. When

it has served one purpose it immediately fills another

where it is wanted.

The carbonic acid gas breathed out in such large

quantities by human beings and animals, is necessary to.

support the life of plants.

Even while the "waste-matter" is passing from the

body in the form of gas, it is serving a purpose without

which we could not five, for as you have heard, the com-

bination of oxygen gas with carbon is the process by

which we are warmed. Ml the furs and flannels we

could put on, would do nothing to warm us if we were

not warmed by the formation of gas within us. The food

that we eat is also our fuel. Clothing only serves the

purpose of preventing the warmth from within from flying

off too fast.
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Fig. 15.'

CHAPTEB VII.

ON THE NERVES.

There are still many more contrivances in our bodies

that we have not yet thought about.

How is it that we can feel, taste, smell,

hear, and see ? We have quite another

set of tubes for these purposes. They

are fine narrow tubes, very much finer

than hairs if examined in a microscope,

but as there are a great many together,

they look like white threads and cords,

which are easily seen when the skin is

removed. Here is a drawing of the arm,

with the skin off, showing Mg. 16.t

the nerves. They go to every

part of our body, from our

brain and spinal marrow.

The brain is in the head,

and the spinal marrow is

joined to it, and goes down the back. Here

it is ; and here are also some of the nerves.

They pass from the brain and spinal marrow

to every part of the body. They may be

compared to the wires of an electric telegraph.

Did you ever see such wires? if you have

not seen them, I dare say you have heard

* Nerves of the arm.

t Drawing of brain and spinal marrow, with nerves.
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about them. They are passed from one town to another,

and by the electricity which passes along them, the

motion of a handle at one end of the wires, will instantly

ring a little hell attached to the other end of the wires,

a hundred miles off and more. Another motion of the

handle at one end of the wires, perhaps in London,

will move a hand, like the hands on a clock, at the

other end in Edinburgh, or Liverpool, or Southampton,

and by this means messages can be delivered from one

place to another instantly, though they are parted by a

distance of so many miles. A man sits in the room at

one end of the electric telegraph to work the handle, and

there is also a man in a room at the other end to observe

the movements of the hand, that he may know what

message is delivered. The wires of an electric telegraph

might be placed from one town to another all over

England, and if there were not people in the little rooms

to work them, they would be of no use, they could not

carry messages of themselves. Who works the wires or

nerves in our bodies ? They are laid down from the

brain, and from the spinal marrow, which commuoicates

with the brain, all over the body. How can they be

worked ?

Who is there that can get into that small room, the

head, and sit in the brain and work the wires ? It is

your spirit which sits there, and sends its orders along

the lines or nerves to every part of the body. If the

spirit were gone out of your body, the nerves would

remain there, but they would be quite still, and of no

more use. When the piano ia shut, and no one is playing
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on it, it has its notes and wires just as complete as when

a person sits down and strikes the notes, and puts the

wires in motion.

The spirit lives in the brain as long as it pleases God,

and when He calls it away, the body, which may he

compared to an instrument, on which it has played, is no

longer of any use. But the spirit is living still. It has

left the body, and the body when left without it, will soon

fall to pieces, but the soul is not in the least injured by

what happens to the body, any more than the man who

sits to work the electric telegraph would be injured if the

wires of the telegraph were broken.

There are two sets of nerves
;
they are called the nerves

of sensation and the nerves of motion. One set of nerves

carries messages from the outside of the body to the

brain : these are called nerves of sensation. The other set

of nerves carries messages from the brain to the various

parts of the body : these are called nerves of motion.

If I touch you, a nerve of sensation carries the feeling to

I the spirit in your brain. The nerves of sensation from

I the eyes to the brain inform the spirit there, of all that

I your eyes can see. The nerves of sensation in the ears

I acquaint the spirit in the brain with all pleasant or dis-

I cordant sounds which strike the ends of the nerves in the

|l ears. The nerves of sensation in the mouth inform the

spirit in the brain of all the sweet or sour, the nice and

||

nasty, tastes, of what you eat and drink. The spirit in

|
the brain has to receive all its learning by means of the

nerves.

All the lessons you study are carried along the nerves
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to the brain. The brain is a much better instrument in

some people than in others. People (as you know) are

differently made. Their faces and bodies are different

from one another.

Their brains are also different, and if the spirit within

has a weak brain to work upon, it is like our having an

imperfect instrument to play. It cannot work the nerves

with the same success.

The other set of nerves are the nerves of motion.

These are for the use of our spirit whenever it wishes

to move. It is a very active being that lives within us

;

it has many wishes. It all day long has some work for

its electric telegraph. When you write, the nerves of

motion from the brain to the right arm move the^

muscles so as to make the various forms of letters just

as the spirit commands. Sometimes the spirit sends its

orders that the feet shall move in walking, skipping,

jumping, or dancing; sometimes that the hands shall

sew, or hem, or stitch ; sometimes that the mouth and

throat shall sing, or that they shall talk, or eat, or drink.

The spirit within often desires that the instrument shall

do all its work better. It sometimes makes it do its work

again and again ; and every time the nerves work willingly

to do anything, they become more able to do it well.
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CHAPTER Yin.

LAURA BRIDGMAN.

Laura Brdjgman was born at Hanover, in New Hamp-

shire, one of the United States of America, December

21st, 1829. She was a pretty, lively, blue-eyed baby,

but not very healthy, for she had sometimes severe fits,

which shook her little frame violently. When rather

more than a year and a half old her fits left her, and she

became quite healthy. She showed as much intelligence

as was possible for one so young, and got on quickly in

the use of her limbs, and all her senses. But in four

months the poor child was attacked by a dangerous fever,

and lay in her little bed, tossing in pain and distress, for

seven weeks.

The disease destroyed her sight, her hearing, her

smell, and her taste. For a year she was so weak that

she could not walk alone, and another year passed before

she could sit up all day. By the time she was four

years old, her bodily health was restored ; but what a

helpless little being she had become ! How different

from the intelligent lively child who lay down on the bed

of sickness ! How was she to learn any thing with no

sense left but that of feeling ? Her poor mother could not

tell. She loved, however, to have little Laura near her

;

and the blind and dumb child knew her mother, and

followed her everywhere. She exercised the only sense

she had with great activity. She would feel the weight

of different things, and observe their different qualities
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of smoothness, roughness, &c. She felt her way about

the house, and when her mother employed herself in

various household duties, the child felt her arms and

hands, and tried to imitate the movements of them. She

even learnt to knit hy feeling her mother^ fingers, and

thus learning the proper movement of them.

An American physician, Dr. Howe, heard of this little

girl. He had an asylum for the blind at Boston, in

which they were taught to read and work. He came to

Hanover to see Laura Bridgman, and he persuaded her

mother to let him take her to the Blind Asylum, for he

believed that she might he taught many things which

would make life happy to her. The mother consented,

and the little girl was carried away to Boston, on the 4th

of October, 1837. She seemed bewildered for a time by

being in a new place, and having so many people about

her, yet she learnt shortly to find her way about the

house, and to distinguish one person from another in it.

She made use of a few signs by which she could acquaint

others with her chief wants. Her teacher did not intend

that she should continue the use of these. He meant to

instruct her to talk with her fingers, as the children who

are deaf and dumb do. He meant also to teach her to

read : the blind are taught to read by raised characters.

The letters are embossed on cards or paper, and they

feel the various shapes of them. When they have felt

the letters, they are told the proper sound belonging to

them, and then are made to pronounce the syllables and

words made by the combined letters. But when little

Laura had distinguished the different forms of letters by
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her touch, how could she be informed what they meant ?

She could hear nothing.

Happily she had fallen into the hands of teachers who

were ingenious, patient, and loving.

Various articles in the house—keys, spoons, knives,

books, &c, were brought before her. A label was pasted

to each article, on which its name was embossed in raised

letters.

She felt the letters key and spoon, and could

observe that the forms were different. She also observed

that the key was different in shape from the spoon.

Then the labels were given her apart from the articles,

and she very soon learnt to place the labels rightly on the

articles to which they belonged. Her teacher all this time

could not be sure that she had learnt more intelligently

than a dog or a parrot, who may be taught clever tricks.

One day, when the usual process was going on of feeling

new labels, and learning to what articles they belonged, her

teacher saw a look of bright joy on the little girl's face.

It seemed that she had suddenly discovered that this

process was not like the knitting her mother had taught

her, a mere employment for her fingers, but that the

crooked embossed letters were signs by which she could

make known to other minds what was passing in her own.

After this she learnt eagerly and willingly. The letters

were all cut apart, and she soon could distinguish each

letter by its shape, and could pick out and put together

those that spelt the words she had been taught.

Metal types, on which the letters of the alphabet were

embossed, were then given to her, and a board in which
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were rows of deep square holes. In these the types could

be placed, so as to leave only the embossed letter above the

surface.

She was now very frequently, and for a long period,

exercised in putting together words on her board. A
pencil, or watch, or other article was handed to her. She

. selected the letters making up the word pencil, watch, &c,

and placed them in order on her board.

She was next taught how to represent letters on her

fingers, and she speedily learnt the finger-alphabet, used by

deaf mutes, and then all the words which she had been

taught to spell with her types. She wished to know the

name of everything she could touch. When taught any-

thing new, she held her head as if listening intently, and

scarcely seemed to breathe. If she could not understand,

her countenance looked anxious, but it changed to a look

of pleasure the moment she comprehended what was

taught her. Laura was as happy and playful as if she

had not been so afflicted ; she never repined. Sometimes

she was busy for hours sewing or knitting: her mind

seemed constantly at work. She would count with her

fingers, or spell the names of things on them. She would

spell a word wrong with her right hand, and then strike it

with her left in play ; and when she was correct in her

spelling, would pat herself on her head, as her teacher

was accustomed to do, to show approbation. She became

very fond of her playmates, and liked always that one or

other of them should be near her, and it was observed that

she preferred those who were most intelligent, and showed

a rather unamiable contempt for stupid children. She
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was able to understand conversation on the fingers by

passing her fingers over the hand of the person with whom

she was conversing.

After she had been some time in the Asylum, her

mother came to see her.

Little Laura was playing with the other children, and

of course did not know that a visitor had come into the

room. She was led up to her mother, but shrunk away,

thinking it was a stranger. Her poor mother, distressed

not to be recognised by her child, put into her hands a

string of beads, which she had worn when at home.

Laura took them, put them on with joy, and then signed

with her fingers that she knew these had been sent to her

from home. But still she shrunk from her mother.

Something else from home was then given her. Laura by

this time had found out that the stranger must be a visitor

from Hanover.

She drew nearer, seemed to have some vague idea of

who it was, turned very pale, and then reddened,—looked

as if in painful uncertainty, and when her mother drew

her to her, and kissed her fondly, Laura clung to her, and

nestled into her bosom. It was evident that the memory

of her earliest childhood had returned to her. She did

not want the beads now ; she cared for nothing else but to

be by her mother.

Laura had been trained to entire obedience to her

teacher. When, therefore, her teacher directed her to

come away from her mother, she obeyed, though with

evident reluctance, and she sprang eagerly again into her

arms when she was allowed to do so. When her mother
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was obliged to leave, the little girl wept bitterly
; and,

afterwards, if ever she fancied those about her were cool

to her, or did not notice her so much as usual, she would

say on her fingers, "My mother will love me." A
traveller in America, who has given the account of Laura

Bridgman, from which the materials for this story are

taken,* says, when he visited the Asylum and saw her,

her face was radiant with intelligence and pleasure. Her
dress was neat and simple, and was arranged by herself.

Some knitting done by herself lay beside her. She had a

writing-book before her, and in this she wrote a diary in

a clear hand. She liked to play with a doll. All the

blind children had a ribbon bound round their eyes, and

she had put a piece of ribbon round her doll's eyes.

Her teacher one day found her acting as if her doll was

sick, giving it medicine and putting a hot bottle to its feet

;

and, on proposing that a blister should be put to the doll's

back, little Laura clapped her hands for joy.

This story of Laura Bridgman shows how much may be

learned with only one sense, if the mind is awake and

attentive. It would be well if all who have five senses

were to use them as diligently as Laura used her one

sense. She acquired all her knowledge by attending to,

and thinking about, what she touched. "We may learn

very rapidly if we pay great attention to, and think about

all we see, hear, touch, taste, and smell.

* C. Dickens.

JARllOLD AND SONS, PRINTERS, LONDON STREET, NORWICH.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

THE TEETH.

Here is a picture of two teeth. One is a front tooth

nd the other a back tooth. The back tooth has three

oots or fangs, the front tooth only one. The fangs are

Fig. 33*

noted into sockets all along the jaw-bone, and covered

|y
the gums. That part of the tooth which comes

feyond the gum is called the crown of the tooth. No
aeth are to be seen in a very young baby's mouth : the

:ttle baby does not require teeth ; it lives on milk, and
.as not to bite anything. Under the baby's gums there

re little bags which contain a pulp. That pulp hardens,

nd at last becomes a bone, and pushes its way through
ie skin of the gum, and then we see a pretty little white
)oth beyond the red gum. This tooth is coated with a
eautiful, shining, strong enamel; for common bone

he th

n°iSOr t0°th and m0lar t00ttl
'

2> Front™w of iaw "dewing
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would soon wear out, and the strong enamel preserves

the teeth better than anything else would. As soon as

the baby ought to bite anything it has teeth to bite with.

They grow through the gums one after another till the

baby has twenty. By the time that it has twenty it is

about three years old. These teeth are called its milk

teeth.

They are not very strong teeth, but they are quite

strong enough for the food which the little child ought to

have. Close by the side of each tooth there is a little

bag with pulp in it, and these little bags are the seeds or

Fig. 34.* the buds of the second set;

of teeth. There will bee

more teeth in the second;

set than in the first. There*

are buds enough for thirty- '

two new teeth ; for the<

child's jaw-bone grows larger, and gives room for twelve

more teeth
;

they make up the thirty-two teeth. Grad-i

ually the little buds near each tooth become harder and

larger, and the fangs or roots of the first teeth was

away. Only the crowns of the first teeth are left

last. They easily come out, and the new and stronge

teeth take their place.

When the child is twelve or thirteen, there are twen

eight teeth, but as it grows up to a young man or youn>

woman, there will be four more teeth, one at the top an

one at the bottom of each jaw. These are called th

wisdom teeth, because they come when people are olJ

* Diagram of the rudiments of new teeth.
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einough to be wise. Very great care ought to be taken

to preserve the second set of teeth. Nothing preserves

them so well as keeping them quite clean. They should

be washed and brushed every morning and every night.

It is even more necessary to brush them at night than

in the morning, because some of the food which we have

put into our mouths to grind, may have lodged in the

teeth, and if it is not removed it injures them. We
suffer great pain when they decay, or when they are

pulled out, and the reason is this—the roots or fangs of

our teeth are hollow, and into this hollow fang the nerves

as well as the blood-vessels pass. When the crown of

the tooth, which covers up the ends of these nerves from

the an, is worn away by decay, the food we eat touches

the nerves, and this gives us great pain. You will re-

member that the nerves of the under skin are covered up

by an outer coating of scales, that every touch might not

give us pain. The crown of the tooth is a ^. 3
_ %

covering for the nerves in the iang. When
persons become old, they lose their teeth.

Very aged people, unless they are unusually

strong and healthy, have lost all their teeth.

The skin of the gum grows over the sockets

in the jaw-bone. When aged people have

lost all their teeth, they only require such food as needs

very little biting. For the whole of the body within, the

lungs, the heart, the stomach, are all weak, and the loss

pf their teeth warns the aged that they should nut give

their stomachs too much to do. The jaw-bone has a

* Section of a tooth.
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hinge-joint so made, that besides moving up and down

(as when we open and shut our mouths) it will also move

from side to side ; this is for grinding the food. Remem-

ber that the food should be very much ground up in

your little mouth-mill.
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CHAPTER XIX.

THE SENSES: FEELING TASTING SMELLING.

. Your ownself, your spirit, that part of you that .makes

use of the body, has to learn how to make use of the

body. If you sat down and tried to play on the piano

before you had learnt, and practised to do so, you could

not make any proper use of the instrument ;
you would

not know how to play it. If you observe a little baby

you will see that the spirit within is learning how to use

the many parts of that small instrument, its body. It

can use the hinges of its legs, and all the joints of its

little frame to kick and sprawl, but it cannot walk. It

cannot make all those movements with the tongue and

lips which you make whenever you speak. You learn to

do that very slowly by trying very often, and baby will do

the same. But it learns many things before it learns to

speak. Baby does not learn lessons. It does not come

into the school-room with you to learn from books, yet it

is learning other things as fast as you. The spirit in the

baby comes into quite a new world
;
everything is very

wonderful to the baby. You have seen the light of day,

and the bright clouds in the sunshine, and the green

fields, and the flowers, and all the pretty things in your

nursery so often, that they are not so new as they are to

baby, who has to learn and see them all for the first

!
time. The baby's spirit can learn about the outer world

in five ways ;
by smelling, tasting, feeling, hearing, and

seeing. The nerves of sensation, as you have already
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heard, carry messages from all parts of the body to

the brain. The nerves branch ont in the same way that

the veins do, and like them end in a fine net-work.

This net-work, composed as it is of the nerves divided

ont into so many threads, is very sensitive, that is, it;

jpi 36 * carries very readily its impres-

sion of the slightest toucb to

the brain. The net-work of

nerves at the tips of the fingers,

makes them so very useful to

feel with. The baby learns

the shape of things, and then-

qualities of roughness, smooth-

ness, &c, by feeling them.

We might learn very much

more than we do by the sense

We can tell this by what blind people are

The net-work of their nerves at the tips of

their fingers is just the same as ours ; but they can make

it much more serviceable than we do, if they are taught

to do so by kind and patient people. Dyes of different

colours are rather different in their quality of roughness

and smoothness. Blind people can feel the difference

after much practice; the names green, red, blue, have

have no meaning to them except as conveying a rougher

or a smoother sensation to their fingers, and by this

difference they know them apart.

They can also learn to read by feeling. Cards have

been printed for the blind, on which letters are embossed.

* Diagram of a nerve ending in net-work.
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They distinguish the different shapes of the letters readily

by their touch. The names belonging to the shapes are

taught them by those who can see; and after much

practice they are able to read easily.

There is also a close net-work of nerves over the

tongue. The different things that we put into our mouths

to eat touch the nerves differently, giving us what we call

different tastes.

The inner part of our nostrils is another part of the

body, which is closely covered by a net-work of nerves.

It is very curious to think how it is we smell anything.

"When we put a flower or a sweet scent of any kind to

our nose and enjoy the smell of it, it is because the

nerves lining our nostrils are touched by very little par-

ticles (much too small to be seen) which fly off from the

flower or scent. Besides the sweet- scents, such as those

from violets, roses, lavender, &c, there are unpleasant

scents, and these are given to warn us that the air has

something in it which is not good for our health.

Many unwholesome gases have an unpleasant smell;

but there may be particles in the air so very small as

not even to be felt by the nerves of our nose, which yet

would make us ill by being taken into the lungs. We do

not think much of the sense of smell as if it were very

useful, though we know it is pleasant to have sweet

scents brought to us in the summer air, over beds of

flowers, or hay-fields, or in any other way. Yet the sense

of smell is very useful. By it we are warned to keep our
bouses well aired and healthy. "Where other senses have
been lost by disease, it has been made more serviceable
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than we should have believed possible. There was a man

named James Mitchell. He was deaf, blind, and dumb, I

from his birth. He learnt more from his sense of smell I

than yon wonld have thonght possible. He could dis-

tinguish different people by this sense.

There was once a blind gentleman who very much

disliked cats. The reason was that he could find an
j

unpleasant smell from them when no one else could smell

them at all. One day he was quite sure that a cat was

not very far off. No one could see it anywhere. Search,

was made, and pussy- was really found shnt up in a closet.

Humboldt, a traveller who went very much among the

American Indians, says, that if any of the neighbouring

tribes came to a village in Peru by night, the Peruvian

Indians could tell by the smell which of the various

races was drawing near. And if it was none of then-

neighbours but a party of Europeans, they could dis-

tinguish them in the same way from the rest. These

Indians were not blind, nor had they lost any of then

other senses, but they had practised smelling much more

than we do. They had leaxnt when very young to Mow

the track of animals which were to serve them fox food,

"the savage who had made his naked eet serve

for hands in catching fish, these Indians make then noses

serve a better purpose than eyes, for they can taack an

animal by his scent when he is far out of sight.
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CHAPTER XX.-

THE EYE.

You have heard now about three of the senses

—

feeling, tasting, smelling. The contrivances by which

we feel, taste, and smell, are more simple than those by

which we see and hear.

The two eyes are, as you know, the parts of the body

through which we see. A deep bony socket contains the

eye ; the part of the eye which we see is only the front

of it, and it goes deep into the head. It is in shape like

a globe. It has a complete case enclosing it altogether.

The front of the case may be compared to a watch-glass,

the edges of which fit the watch-case. The edges of the

cornea, or transparent front of the case, fit closely to the

sclerotica, or rind enclosing the back part of the eye.

In front of the eye there are two fringed curtains

(called lids) which are easily shut whenever anything

comes near which might injure the eye. But within the

eye there is a more delicate curtain

still : a coloured curtain called the iris.

It is differently coloured in 'different

people : sometimes blue, or very dark

brown, or light brown, or greenish, or

grey. We call the eye blue, or brown, or grey, &c,
according to the colour of the iris. That delicate curtain
the iris has a round hole in its centre which is called the
pupil. Through this hole we see deep into the eye, and

* Eye and iris.
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for that reason it looks so dark. When we turn our eyes!

towards a strong light, the pupil becomes small as the
(

iris contracts, so as to make the opening less. When we I

shade our eyes, the pupil is much larger, as the insl

dilates so as to make the opening larger, and the eyei

looks blacker as we see more of the dark inner chamber..;!

Under the cornea (a) there is water (b), called the

aqueous humour. Just behind the iris (c) there is a
j

very thick little lump of a clear bright substance, like!

glass or crystal. It is called the

crystalline lens (d). Behind it

there is another clear transparent

substance, not hard like the crys-

1

talline lens, but just as bright.]

It is like the clearest jelly. This

is called the vitreous humour (e)|

Behind the vitreous humour there

lies stretched all over the inner part of the back of the

j

eye the end of a nerve, called the optic nerve (o), a

nerve of sight, and the part spread out is called the

retina (f). The nerve comes from the brain to the back

of the eye through a small hole in the skull. If this,

nerve were broken or injured, the spirit within has no

other way of getting at its instrument (the eye) to use it.

The lenses and all the other parts might be perfect, but

they would be useless, if they could not be acted upon

from the brain. The eye so injured would be blind.

I will repeat the names of the various parts of the eye.

The case to hold all, called the sclerotica and cornea'*

* Section of eye.
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the iris, with a hole in the centre called the pupil
;
the

aqueous humour; the crystalline lens; the vitreous

humour; the retina, and the optic nerve.

These are the various parts which, when put together

in their order, make the seeing instrument called the

eye. A picture of everything we see is formed on the

retina or optic nerve, spread out. It seems almost too

wonderful to believe that a wide prospect—the distant

ocean, rocks, woods, valleys, corn-fields, should be pic-

tured in their exact shapes and colours on so very small

a space as the dark back-ground of our eyes.

Have you seen a camera obscura ? The dark chamber

(from which the instrument is n me 1) may represent the

retina of the eye. Glasses are so arranged by an inge-

nious contrivance that the images of external objects in

front of them are pictured in the dark box. These

glasses serve the same purpose as the lenses and humours

of the eye.

Photograph pictures are made by placing a prepared

plate or paper in a similar box to that of the camera

obscura. The picture from without is thrown on the

plate, and the sun acting on the metal or paper (prepared

for that purpose) fixes the picture there.

The lenses and humours of the eye are formed with

great exactness when the sight is perfect. Near-sighted

persons have their lenses and humours so formed that

the eye is a little too deep. In far-sighted persons the

eye is a little too shallow. You may see in the upper

figure in this picture that when the humours, &c, are a

little more in quantity than they should be, so that the
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eye is a little too deep, the perfect picture of objects does

not fall on the retina, but a little in front of the spot on

which the perfect picture should fall, so that the retina

receives an enlarged image, not so clear as the perfect

image. In the lower figure you may see how it is when the

Fig. 39*

humours, &c, are a little too small in quantity, so that,!

the eye is not quite deep enough, and the spot on which

the perfect picture would fall is a little behind the retina,

and not exactly on it. An imperfect image in this case

also reaches the retina. To correct these defects spec-1

tacles are used so as to make the image fall exactly upon!

the retina. The humours of the eye are all transparent,

but they are of different substances and of different shapes.

It is by such an arrangement that the true colours of

objects are pictured in our eye. At one time it was

found impossible to arrange the glasses of telescopes so

that the colours of objects imaged in them should be

* 1. Diagram of image falling short of the retina (short sight).

2. Diagram of image beyond the retina (long sight).
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represented as well as their forms, and it was only by

imitating the structure of the eye, and putting several

glasses together of different shapes, and made of different

kinds of glass, that an image coloured perfectly, like the

natural one, could he formed. The cornea of the eye

resembles glass, the aqueous humour is like water, the

crystalline lens like hard clear jelly, the vitreous humour

like soft clear jelly. The science of optics, which per-

haps you may one day study, teaches how it is that this

variety of transparent substances is essential to the trans-

mission of colours.
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CHAPTER XXI.

STORIES OP THE BLIND.

How melancholy it would seem to be shut up, if but

for one long summer day, in a dark room ! Then we

should know what thankfulness we owe to Grod for the

light of day, and all the beauty light brings to our eyes.

Among our fellow-creatures there are great numbers who

live wholly in the dark. They go about the world and

see nothing of its beauty and glory. Then- instruments

of sight are so damaged that the mind within cannot use

them. But when cut off from gaining knowledge by the

use of these very valuable instruments, the mind of a

blind man is all the more diligent in the use of its other

instruments.

His hearing becomes very acute from the attention he

gives to sounds ; his touch, because he feels where

others look ; and frequently also his smell. It is well for

us to notice how actively the mind may work without one

of its instruments, because if we have all our instruments

uninjured, how much more should we gain of skill, and

knowledge, and wisdom, than those who are so afflicted.

Yet we shall see by some instances, out of a great number

that might be told, that we are far behind some whose

advantages have been much fewer than ours.

Blind men have become great poets, philosophers,

musicians ; but as I can give you only two stories of the

difficulties overcome by blind people, I will take them

from those whose minds were not particularly gifted with
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I uncommon powers, as the minds of the blind poets cer-

H tainly were.

William Kennedy was horn in the county of Down, in

I Ireland, in the year 1768. At four years old he became

quite blind. When he grew to be a great boy, he did

not like the .thought of being burdensome to his family.

He wished much to earn his own living, as he heard

other boys of his age could do. His friends knowing his

wish, thought he might at least learn the fiddle, as many

blind boys had done before him ; so they took for him a

lodging in the town of Armagh, and he began to take

lessons with other boys who had their sight. In no long

time he could play the fiddle better than any of Mr.

Moorhead's (his master's) pupils but one. But he had

done something else at Armagh besides learning the

fiddle. His lodging was in the house of a cabinet-maker.

Wilham had spent all his spare time in feeling the tools

of his host, and in learning the shape and names of them

all, and the names and shapes of the articles of furniture

on which the cabinet-maker worked. When he went

home to his native town of Banbridge, he got tools for

himself, and succeeded in making some household furni-

ture. Then he borrowed an old set of Irish bagpipes.

They were so much broken and worn as to be unfit for

use. He worked patiently until he had repaired them

;

and while, by means of his touch (which had become

very delicate), he learnt the mode in which all the pieces

of which the instrument is composed are fitted together,

'he designed an improvement in the construction, whiclt

he was strongly persuaded he should one day be able to
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carry out. The neighbours soon learnt what blind William

had done, and from all the country round old bagpipes

were sent to him to repair. He worked diligently, and
j

in time made a new set of improved bagpipes for himself.

Hearing that a clockmaker in Banbridge wished to learn
(

to play on them, Kennedy offered to teach him if in

return he would let him learn something of watch and

clock-making. His sense of touch must have become

wonderfully delicate, for he succeeded in learning this I

new trade. It enabled him to earn more than he could ,

have done by merely repairing instruments. He married,
|

and in due time had a family, and supported them by

the labour of his hands. These useful hands were now

ready to work at several trades, and thus were always

kept employed. Sometimes blind William was making

furniture, sometimes linen looms, which in this country J

are used so much for making Irish linen, sometimes
J

repairing bagpipes or fiddles. How many with the full
j

use of their eyes might take a lesson from him !

The other story that I shall tell you is of a young

French lady, Mademoiselle de Salignac, who at three
j

years old became blind. She was a gentle, affectionate,

and sensible child. She had not, like William Kennedy,

to struggle for herself in the world. Her own parents

and friends took great pains to instruct her, and her

natural intelligence made it a pleasant task to them.

She quickly learnt to distinguish all her family and friends

by the sound of their voices. She could tell whether she

were in a large or small room by the sound of her foot-

steps in it, or other sounds. She knew the different
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sensation of a cloudy clay and a clear one. She found

her way about the house so as to go any where alone,

and if she were taken to a strange house she soon learnt

the plan of it. She was always happy to sit silent, if she

could hear others talking, and it gave her so much enjoy-

ment to hear that she did not much care to be a talker

herself. But it pained her to listen to conversation if

the evils of the tongue were indulged. She could not

bear that any one should be blamed or spoken against,

for her heart loved all. All were so kind to the blind

child.

Blind people delight in music, and Mademoiselle de

Salignac learned to play on the violin and to sing. When

she grew up it made her happy to play to her young

sisters and brothers and their friends, while they danced

round her; and she often sang to them or alone. "I

am," she said, "like some birds, I sing in the dark."

She was taught to read by means of letters cut out, and

she learnt the notes of music by having them embossed

on cards with raised lines. She could write also in her

way, not with pen and ink, but by pricking the letters

with a pin. Her friends had a frame made, into which a

sheet of paper was fixed. Two moveable metal rods

crossed the frame; these served for lines. Having

pricked one line, she could slip them down for the

second, and so on. Her fingers were very active in

needle-work. " She made purses and bags, plain, or

with fine open work, in different patterns, and with a

variety of colours
;

garters, bracelets, and collars for the

neck, with very small glass beads sewed upon them in
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alphabetical characters." She understood the elements
of astronomy, algebra, and geometry. M. Diderot, who
knew her and conversed with her, was often astonished at

the clearness with which she wpuld explain what she

knew in geometry, on his asking her questions in that

science. She remembered with great accuracy the forms
of animals, plants, &c, and if a figure of one were traced

on the back of her hand with the finger, she could tell

what it was. Her active spirit was called away early

from its dark dwelling. She died at the age of 21.

These two blind people, and many others of whom you
may read, were active and useful throughout then: whole

lives. Blindness must be a much greater affliction where

the person has not the energy of William Kennedy, nor
j

the kind friends of Mademoiselle de Salignac. Happily in

our own and other countries there are asylums for the

blind where they may be instructed.

SO
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CHAPTER XXII.

THE EAK.

The instrument for hearing is the ear. The spirit

within gets at its little hearing instrument in the same

way that it reaches all other parts of its body ; that is,

by nerves. Nerves come through small holes in the

skull to the inner part of each ear. The outer part of

Fig. 40*the ear you can see, with its curved

open passages. But did you ever

think of the use of those passages ?

They are to collect the sounds that

reach them. Here is the outer ear.

Here is a pipe which leads from the

outer ear deeper into the head. It

is about an inch long. A thin skin

closes the pipe at the inner end. It

is strained very tight like the parchment over a drum-

head. It is called the drum of the ear. Behind it there

is a beautiful chain of little bones, shaped as you see in

the picture. The last of them is Fig. 42. %

like a little stirrup. It is fixed

to another thin skin, which closes

the cavity in which the chain of

bones is placed. Behind the

stirrup there is a bony chamber

in which are winding passages. Here are

the winding passages. The part marked is named after

a snail shell, from its spiral shape. Here is the spiral-

ehaped part (or cochlea).

* Diagram of outer and inner ear. f Chain of bones of the tympanum.

X Cochlea and semicircular canals. 81
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All the passages and tubes of the bony chamber of the

ear are filled with water. The nerve by which the spirit

within receives the sounds which come into the ear, leads

from the brain to this winding chamber, and the ends of

it are divided and spread about over the passages and!

cells. So the sounds that come to our ears have first to

pass along the open passages of the outer ear, then to go

down the pipe and strike the drum, then to travel along'

the chain of bones, then to pass through water. If the

sounds we hear struck at once upon the nerve, they

would give us great pain. If anything else besides sound

were to get into the ear, it would be very painful to us.

The pipe leading to the drum is therefore lined with;

bitter wax. This keeps away small insects, which might

otherwise creep or fly in.

Something must strike the nerve of hearing, or we

should not hear. What is it then that strikes this nerve ?

Only ah- passes down the pipe of the ear. It must there-

fore be particles of air set in motion which strike the 1

drum of the ear.

If a bell is placed under a glass, and the air pumped

out of the glass (which can be done by a machine called

an air-pump) we cannot hear the bell ring, because there

are no particles of air which can be struck by the motion

of the bell.

When you ring a bell you pull the bell-handle, which

moves a wire, which moves the bell, which moves the

clapper, which strikes the side of the bell, and moves the

particles of which it is made. Although we cannot see'

the motion of these particles, they do move a little out of
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their places and back again, and this motion moves

the air round the bell, and throws it into waves, very

nearly as water is thrown into waves when a stone is

dropped into it. One of these air-waves, or undula-

tions, strikes the drum of the ear ; this moves the little

chain of bones, and these set the water in motion m the

winding passages, throwing it into waves, which strike

I the nerve of the ear, and this produces what we call

sound.

We have compared the movements of the ah" by which

sound is transmitted, to the waves produced by a stone

thrown into a pond. If you drop a stone into still water,

and watch what takes place, you will see that a circular

wave, like a ring, immediately begins to travel onwards

from the place where the stone plunged into the water,

and this circular wave increases in- size until it reaches

the edge of the pond, where it breaks upon the shore.

But this wave which touches the shore is not the very

same water which the stone disturbed and moved. The

stone moved the particles of water all around it, and

these particles only moved a little way, and pushed on

those next to them, and these pushed on the next.* As

when in your play you place a row of bricks on their

ends near enough together for one to touch the rest

when it falls, and then by overturning one of the bricks

* This illustration is sufficiently near for the purpose. The

true difference between the undulations of water and those of

sound, is, that whilst the former are vertical to a surface and

extend in circles, the latter are propagated in all directions and

extend in increasing spheres, the undulations being in a direction

at right angles to the surface of those spheres.
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at one end all fall, as the first moves and knocks down the

second, and this in falling makes the third fall, and so on
nntil the whole row falls ; so it is with the air in sound.

The bell or any other cause of sound moves the particles

of air next it, which push on the particles next to them,
until the motion reaches the drum of the ear, and is

conveyed to the nerve, and by the nerve to the brain and
to the spirit.

Now it is most probable that we see in much the same
way

; that light is a motion which throws either the air

or something thinner than air into waves which strike

our eyes, and the motion is passed on through the trans-

parent cornea, the aqueous humour, the crystalline lens,

and the vitreous humour, to the retina or nerve of the

eye, spread ont over the back of the eye, and then on to

the brain itself by the optic nerve.
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CHAPTER XXLU.

INSTBUCTION OF THE LEAF AND DUMB.

The ear is in some persons quite useless. Some are

born totally deaf. If totally deaf they are dumb also, for

it is by the use of our ears that we gradually leam to

imitate the sounds made by others. If persons have

become totally deaf after having once acquired the power

of speech, they can then speak so as to be understood,

though they never hear the sound of their own voice.

Happily the deaf can be instructed by means of signs,

and when once they are taught to write and to read, they

may have great enjoyment, though everything is silent

I for them. A good French abbe, the Abbe Sicard, devoted

bis life to the instruction of the deaf and dumb. One of

bis pupils who discovered great ability after he was

instructed, was able to recall some of the thoughts and

feelings he had when he was very young and untaught.

Massieu, for that was his name, well knew that there was

something in him different from the rest of his com-

panions. He saw them trooping off to school with their

books, and he was left behind. He made signs that he

too wished to go to school, and felt angry when forbidden.

He thought that the skies and the stars had some strange

power, for when his father knelt to pray he made him

kneel beside him and look upwards. His mother was

ill, he longed for her to be well, and looked up to a par-

ticular star with this desire in his heart, and when his

mother grew no better he was angry with the star, and
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threw stones at it. Travellers pitied the lonely boy who

might he seen by them at times watching a flock ; some

gave him money. One gentleman did more. He could

not forget Massieu when he left La Gironde, where the

boy lived, and he did not rest till he had put him under

the care of the good Abbe Sicard. With him he was

taught to read and write, and then received truths which

commonly reach the minds of children in their very

earliest years, but which were new and fresh to him. Hej

wrote an account of himself. In it he says—"Now Ijj

know there is a God, who is the Creator of heaven and]

earth. In my childhood I adored the heavens, not God.

I did not see God, I did see the heavens. I did notj

know whether I had been myself made, or whether Ij

made myself. I grew tall. But if I had not known

my instructor Sicard, my mind would not have grown as.:

my body, for my mind was very poor; in growing up-,

I should have thought the heavens were God." "I

knew the numbers before my instruction, my fingers had

taught me them; but I did not know the figures. I

counted with my fingers, and when the number passed

ten, I made notches on a stick." The deaf cannot

imagine what sound is like, they can only compare it toi

sight. Massieu said, " The hearing see with their cars

during the night, a person who is walking." Mansion

grew up to be a thoughtful and intellectual man. He

had great natural abilities, and when once he was in-

structed in reading so as to learn the truths of the visible

and invisible world, perhaps in Ins total stillness he could1

reflect more deeply than other men whose minds are
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partly occupied and distracted by sounds. He gave

beautiful answers in writing to questions proposed to

bim.

The following are some of them.

''What is hope?"
" Hope is the blossom of happiness."

" What is the difference between hope and desire ?
"

"Desire is a tree in leaf, hope is a tree in blossom,

enjoyment is a tree in fruit."

"What is gratitude ?
"

" Gratitude is the memory of the heart."

"What is time?"
" A line that has two ends, a path that begins in the

cradle, and ends in the tomb."

"What is eternity?
"

"A day without yesterday or to-morrow; a line that

has no end."
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CHAPTER XXIV.

HEALTH AND COMFORT.

It is one thing to be knowing ; it is another thing to

be wise. This little book was written, not merely that

the reader might admire the wonderful make of his own

body, and adore tbe Heavenly Father who made it, but

that he might wisely use the knowledge in taking reason-

able care of himself.

The editor therefore concludes with a few hints, the

reasons for which any one who has attentively read and

thought over the foregoing pages, will readily understand.

FOOD AND DIGESTION,

The stomach is the body's conscience. Hearken to it.

There is always a meaning in its being uneasy. It does

not cry out before it is hurt. Put nothing into it that

disagrees with it. Never overfill it. Listen to the old

proverb—"Enough is as good as a feast." Listen to

the old rhymes—
"Abstain, 0 man! abstain;

Med' cine, with all its train

Of sickness and of pain,

Is trusted to in vain,

If man will not abstain."
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WATEB.

Be sure there is no lead in your water. Many a

family has been ill for years with many unaccountable

ailments, till it has been found out that there Was lead

in the water that they all drank. It is very easy to

find out this. Get from a chemist a little powdered bi-

chromate of potash, which will cost the merest trifle.

Put into a tumbler of the water as much as you can take

up on the end of a penknife. Then let the water stand

awhile. If it is free from lead, the water will remain

of a clear transparent yellow colour. If there is lead in

it, the water will become cloudy. In that case, get rid

of your leaden pipes and pump as soon as possible. A
few years ago, the Prince Consort's harriers were poisoned

by the leaden troughs that they fed from.

Be sure again that no drains soak into your well. The

water that we drink should be the purest that we can get.

THE SKIN.

All the skin needs thorough daily washings— not

merely the hands and face. The skin can never be too

clean. Cold water alone will not clean it. It needs

soaping and rubbing. Some people who wear flannel

next to the skin, fancy that often changing it would

weaken them. This is absurd. Dirt strengthens nobody.

AIB.

Breathe as much pure air as you can.
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EVERY-DAY WONDERS OF BODILY LIFE.

Follow up all evil smells in your house till you have

found out and put away what caused them. Evil smells

are continually poisoning people. A had smell from a

cesspool in a handsome house not long ago killed seven

members of one family.

Beware of green paper on your walls. The colouring

of some kinds of green paper is produced by means of

arsenic, which comes off from time to time in a very fine

dust, and gets mixed with the air of the room, and so

gets into the nose, eyes, throat, and lungs, and does much

mischief in a very quiet way, and without suspicion.

Change the ah- of your sitting room often, especially if

it happens to be a small room, or a room with a low

ceiling, by opening the window and swinging the door

backward and forward, which some call pumping a room.

Never stop the draught of your bed-room chimney.

Burn or destroy all chimney boards.

Sleep with a top window open; only keep yourself

out of the draught.

THE EYES.

Never strain your eyes. Avoid a glare of light. When

the eye feels uneasy, it gives you warning that you are

using it ill. Don't sit looking into the fire. Don't read

when you are sleepy.

JAIIROLD AND SONS, PRINTERS, LONDON STREET, NORWICH.
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LADIES' SANITARY ASSOCIATION.
AFFILIATED "WITH

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION for the PKOMOTION

OF SOCIAL SCIENCE.

This Association aims at the diffusion of Sanitary Knowledge

among all classes, by the publication of Tracts, the delivery of

Lectures, the establishment of Institutions for Training Nursery-

Maids, and of Loan Libraries of popular Sanitary Books.

Fourhundred and thirty-eight thousand Tracts have been published,

and five courses of Lectures delivered. Funds are now urgently

needed for the further prosecution of the Association's work, and

the Committee earnestly solicit the aid of all who are interested

in Sanitary Reform.

Subscriptions, Donations, Books for the Libraries, Manuscripts

for Tracts, &c, will be gratefully received by the Treasurers,

Russell Gurnet, Esq., 8, Kensington Palace Gardens, W., and

Mrs. Both, 16a, Old Cavendish Street, Cavendish Square, W.

;

Miss E S. Griffiths, Secretary, at the Association's Office,

Ua, Prince's Street, Cavendish Square, W. ; Messrs. Williams,

Deacon & Co., Bankers, Birchin Lane, E.C.; and Sir

SamuelScott, Bart., & Co., Bankers, 1, Cavendish Square, W.

Post-office ordersto be made payable to Elizabeth S. Griffiths,

it the Vere Street Post-office.

Communications may be addressed to the Secretaries, at the

Office; where also inquiries may be answered personally. Office

hours from Eleven to Five ; on Saturdays from Elevsn to Two.

The Secretaries will very gratefully receive suggestions on any

eubject connected with the objects of the Association.


